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GRAEME POPE
the founder of Aged Care Music Resources

A ged Care Music Resources is a unique 
Australian enterprise solely dedicated 

to developing age-appropriate music and 
music-based resources to improve life 
quality for our elders in care, particularly 
those living in full-time care.

Graeme comes from a long career in 
aviation operating Boeing 727 and Boeing 

747 as a professional Flight Engineer, never imagining he would ever 
be connected with the aged care sector.

His story 'The Music of John Sidney An Aviator's Passion' is an 
engaging story where you will discover how a chance meeting of one 
incredibly talented pianist from Tasmania completely changed his 
direction in life.

Driven by the knowledge that music makes a world of difference to 
the elderly, Graeme has spent the past 16 years spreading the word 
about music’s value, producing and recording the music of Australian 
artists, and creating music-based resources for use in aged care.

During this time he’s traveled the length and breadth of Australia 
visiting aged care and retirement facilities in order to meet and talk 
with residents, carers, therapists, and activities and lifestyle 
coordinators to learn more about their needs.

Wanting to benefit individuals on a whole-person scale, Aged Care 
Music Resources draws on the expertise of diversional and music 
therapists as well as a range of other professionals to design, develop 
and produce high quality and hard-working music resources.

The aim is not only to provide easy listening and entertainment for 
the elderly, but also to support aged care professionals in their 
delivery of varied movement, mental-stimulation, memory and 
recreational sessions by creating a range of resources that are easy 
for therapists and facilitators to use, and wonderful entertainment for 
the people in their care.
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Just imagine
having these

stunning quality
music-based

resources in your
activities toolkit!

save session
preparation time

age appropriate
music

music for
any occassion

LIST OF MUSIC RESOURCES

Blue and Red Book CD Collections

Green Book CD Collection

Green Large Print Song Book & Music Edition

Musical Armchair Travels

Shall We Dance For Seated Clients

Remember That Song Musical Quizzes

Me and My Piano DVD
     featuring Barry Hall at the Steinway

The John Sidney Collection

Three CD set Sing-Along Piano (John Sidney)  

The Barry Hall Collection

Music Bingo

Contact Us

Placing Your Order

ORDER FORMS:
    Individual Music Resources
    Bundled Music Resources
    Individual John Sidney CDs
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www.agedcaremusicresources.com

graeme@agedcaremusicresources.com

0430 760 556
 1300 971 647 +61 3 5428 7071
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in your aged care facility
these books
If you haveIf you have

That’s music for every song in the 2 books!

Songs
Cds381 19Studio recorded on

fully matched music collection

you’ll find this

invaluable

BLUE & RED BOOK CD COLLECTION
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This resource has been created in direct response to requests from therapists, activity

planners and lifestyle coordinators in aged care facilities throughout Australia.

In essence, the Blue and Red Book CD Collection is a complete musical

accompaniment the Blue and Red Large Print Song Books, which have been in

aged care since the 1970s, But the collection is so much more than that.

It’s a unique resource, which took two years to produce and we’re proud to say it

has been enthusiastically embraced by aged care practitioners Australia-wide

since its release July 2014.

Comprising 381 songs, all played and arranged the way elderly people love and

remember them, the resource can be used in myriad ways.
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Praise for the collection

Melissa Delaney
Recreational Activities Officer
Canowindra, NSW

Thank you - I have needed a resource like this for
years and my residents just love it. The first time I
played the music, a few gentlemen got up to
dance while the ladies watched and sang along.
Best of all, we no longer need to wait for our
volunteer piano player to enjoy a good sing-along.

“

“

Some of the ways the music can be used

MUSIC ACTIVITY COLLECTION
THEultimate

Matched to the song lists and lyrics in the
popular Blue and Red Books by Ulverscroft, this
two-volume collection will provide endless
entertainment for your elderly residents and be a
valuable addition to your activities tool kit.

The Blue Book CD Collection has 7 Cds.
The Red Book CD Collection has 12 Cds.
That’s a total of 381 studio-recorded
piano tunes all played and arranged
with joy and life by Australian
entertainer Barry Hall, OAM.

Do you have the Red and Blue Large Print Song Books in your aged
care facility but neither a piano nor a pianist to provide the musical 
accompaniment?

Ÿ Group sing-alongs
Ÿ Song-naming games
Ÿ Music quizzes
Ÿ Movement-to-music programs
Ÿ Bus excursions
Ÿ Easy listening

$320 BBRB14Product code





The GREEN LARGE PRINT SONG BOOK is a companion resource 
to the Green Book CD Collection which comprises 200 popular 
tunes elderly people will know and love. The Green Large Print 
Song Book has lyrics to most of the songs in that collection.

The pair was created at the request of those directly involved in 
developing and running lifestyle and activities programs looking 
to cater to the needs of a new generation entering care.

GREEN LARGE PRINT SONG BOOK
& music edition
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$72 $25
 BHG1903MBProduct code  BHG1603SBProduct code

 GREEN BOOK CD COLLECTION +

GREEN LARGE PRINT SONG BOOK BUNDLED   GBSB16 Product code $214
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You are probably wondering what is so special about this armchair travels 
package, since most working in lifestyle and activities are very familiar with 
the various ways in which an armchair travels session can be conducted.

However, Colette Baya, the program developer, designed an armchair travels 
session with a difference, incorporating the use of music.

We all know music is such a powerful medium. combine it with reminiscence 
and you have two powerful ingredients in the mix, that when correctly 
managed in any activity, can impact positively on quality of life for those living 
in community or residential aged care, and especially for those living with 
dementia.

Armchair travels facilitated with music will trigger memories that can take 
people on imaginative journeys and so, during your Musical Armchair Travels 
sessions, music becomes a powerful tool to tease out memorable experiences 
from the participants in your group. On the enclosed training DVD, Colette 
demonstrates how she runs her musical armchair travels session.

Introducing Musical Armchair Travels

Meet the team

L-R Graeme Pope (Executive Producer), Ruth Wilson (Training concultant, life 
member of DRTA), Jennifer Inchley (Lifestyle & Activities Coordinator, Advanced 
Diploma Community Management Aged care), Colette Baya (Musical Armchairs 
Program Developer, Lifestyle & Activities Coordinator, Former radio presenter, 
former School Teacher) and Leonie Bell (Lifestyle & Activities Coordinator, 
Batchelor of health Science - Leisure & Health)
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MUSICAL
ARMCHAIR TRAVELS

$240
 ACT16Product code

 MUSICAL ARMCHAIR TRAVELS + GREEN BOOK CD COLLECTION +

GREEN LARGE PRINT SONG BOOK BUNDLED  ACT16GB16Product code $424



SHALL WE DANCE is a dance program designed for 

seated clients written by Ann Rogers, and it is the 
latest addition to a collection of musical activity 
programs Ann has written. The full program runs for 
about 30 minutes. It involves a variety of activities 
and can be a lot of fun for those participating.

 Ann wrote:

When planning an activities program, the challenge is to find appropriate music. Full 
orchestral arrangements, loud voices and persistent heavy beats tend to create an 
atmosphere of tension. John Sidney's music has a gentle beat and his repertoire of old 
favourites provides people with opportunities to sing-along, or just to relax and listen.

Movement to music is instinctive, most of us hum, tap or sway in response to a rhythm or 
tempo. Happy memories are revived by familiar, much loved melodies.

Dancing is great exercise! In the forties and fifties many young people “went dancing” up 
to three times a week.  Dancing provided social opportunities to be with friends and meet 
new people.  Many of my clients met their husbands and wives at the local dance. In 
those days ladies did not “go to the pub”, the local dance was the place to meet nice girls.

Listening to the music and joining in the movements brings back many happy memories.  
We also gain benefits from improving mobility of body, limbs and mind, as we follow the 
steps and remember the good old days.

BENEFITS OF MUSIC AND MOVEMENT

ABOUT THE AUTHOR:

Ann Rogers has been a member of 

DTAWA Inc since the beginning and 

is currently serving on the 

Management Committee.

Prior to the forming of the 

Association she ran a support 

group for people involved in the 

Lifestyle and Leisure Industry.

Ann has worked with a wide variety 

of clients but her main focus has 

been Intergenerational Activities 

and, in the early 1980’s, she started 

an ‘Adopt a Gran’ scheme in 

Western Australia .

Ann has concentrated on activities 

for clients with dementia and has 

produced several books and 

musical programs, whilst suitable 

for all clients, they are of special 

interest to people with dementia.

A Movement with Music Program
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$28 SWD0801Product code

SHALL WE DANCE BUNDLED WITH THE MUSICAL QUIZZES

$61 SWD3Product code
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While listening to John Sidney’s music and noticing 

the positive response in her clients with Dementia, 

Ann Rogers wrote a musical and mental stimulation 

quiz program titled ‘Remember That Song’ 

incorporating songs featured on the John Sidney 

piano music CDs.

The quiz idea came from listening to a promo CD 

Ann received at a Diversional Therapist’s Convention. 

“The timing of each tune and choice of selection 

made the project possible” she said. “The music has 

a nice beat and is not too fast or intrusive”.

John Sidney was a part of the Tasmanian 
entertainment scene for many years, both 
as a live entertainer and a television 
performer. He was a regular guest at every 
major venue around Hobart for many years 
and was considered an institution in 
Tasmanian entertainment.

At the early age of eight years, John began 
his career by playing at his first professional 
engagement in dance halls. He later 
became well known on radio and television, 
particularly on his long-running TV series 
"Teatime Tunes", (and later "Teletunes") in 
which he appeared with fellow musician 
Peter Richman.

John was a very clever magician and 
ventriloquist and for many years in the early 
days of Hobart television, he produced and 
compered the children's TV show with his 
famous doll Charlie.

During the 1960s John released his first LP 
titled "Both Sides Of John Sidney". It was so 
popular at the time it was promoted on TV, 
orders exceeded double that of the quantity 
initially produced.

In later years John's appearances as an 
entertainer expanded to mainland Australia 
where he performed at venues throughout 
Melbourne and regional Victoria.

Due to popular demand for his music, John 
later released a series of CDs recorded in 
Hobart studios. A web site dedicated to his 
works made its debut on line 22nd 
November 2001 taking his music around the 
world.

ABOUT THE ARTIST:

Remme eb rThatSongt

Musical Quizzes
Volumes 1 and 2

written by Ann Rogers 

$26 each

  BOTH MUSICAL QUIZZES BUNDLED

$38 RTS2Product code

 RTS0801QProduct code

 RTS0802QProduct code



ME AND MY PIANO DVD
featuring Barry Hall at the Steinway Piano

Experience the magic of 
the wonderful Barry Hall 
at the keyboard of the 
world's finest piano.

You'll be amazed as Barry's 
nimble fingers glide over the 
Steinway's keys under a 
kaleidoscope of light.

Delight in the veteran 
entertainer's musical 
knowledge and easy-listening 
style of commentary; a legacy 
of his many years as a radio 
presenter and lifelong passion 
for making music at the piano.

Barry brings all your favourite 
evergreen melodies to life; 
melodies you'll want to listen 
to again and again.

Combine all of this with a 
range of stunning visual 
effects and you'll agree this is 
artistic musical entertainment 
at its very best.
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$48

 ME & MY PIANO DVD + THE BARRY HALL COLLECTION 

 BHD4CDSProduct code

 BHD1801Product code

$78(page 15)



The John Sidney Collection

This wonderful collection of 12 piano music CDs in the 
special two box CD set, Evergreen Melodies, by Australian 
pianist John Sidney pays tribute to a time when the piano 
was treasured entertainment and dancing and sing-a-longs 
were central to community life.

Like a precious time capsule, this unique collection 
comprises unforgettable old standards, sing-a-longs, 
ragtime rhythms and all your favourite evergreen melodies.

Although all CDs are recorded by the same artist you will find 
there is something for every mood or occasion. All are great 
listening. You will never tire of hearing this music time and 
time again.

Boxed set of 12 piano music CDs
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$188
 SET12STProduct code



This 3 CDS set of John 
Sidney's piano music 
come with a selection 
of popular Sing-alongs.

They can be purchased 
individually or as a set.

John Sidney was a very 
talented pianist and 
popular entertainer from 
Hobart Tasmania.

You will receive as much 
pleasure just listening to 
the music on these CDs as 
you will singing along with 
them.
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$60

Sing-along piano with John Sidney

 SAL16Product code



THE BARRY HALL COLLECTION

This four-CD collectionis good old-fashioned entertainment your 

elderly residents will love. Expertly played and arranged by master 

Australian entertainer, Barry Hall OAM, this bright and breezy 

collection of all-time keyboard favourites will get toes tapping 

and bodies swaying in time. They really don’t make music like this 

anymore! It’s a wonderful mini-music library, which can be used 

for individual listening or fun group activities.

The Barry Hall Collection
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$68 BHC14Product code



www.agedcaremusicresources.comWebsite

graeme@agedcaremusicresources.comEmail

0430 760 556Mobile

 1300 971 647Phone +61 3 5428 7071
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GRAEME and SANDRA POPE
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Music Bingo

Contact us

After countless requests from the industry, we're now delighted to 
offer Musical Bingo matched to the 29 CDs in the Blue, Red and 
Green Book CD Collections.

With 20 game cards for each of 29 CDs, that will be a whopping 
580 different musical Bingo Cards.

These game cards are free and can be downloaded from our 
website. Follow the link on our website ‘products’ page.

Leonie Bell, lifestyle coordinator at Yackandandah Aged Care 
Facility, shares her experience with this resource on our website 
‘news & views’ page under the following titles. 

Music Bingo cards a fantastic addition (13 FEB 2019)

Music Bingo  (12 JUN 2018)
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s  Prices include GST and * Delivery Charges. (GST not applicable to overseas sales).

s  All prices quoted in Australian Dollars. (New Zealand clients pay the same numeric value 

in NZD.)

s  Make cheque or money order payable to: AGED CARE MUSIC RESOURCES. Personal 

cheques from overseas NOT accepted.

s  Bank cheques from overseas must be made payable to AGED CARE MUSIC 

RESOURCES in Australian Dollars only.

s  Email your order form to orders@agedcaremusicresources.com or mail order form 

with your payment to: AGED CARE MUSIC RESOURCES, PO Box 111, RIDDELLS 

CREEK, VICTORIA, AUSTRALIA, 3431.

s  There are two pages containing order forms, each with boxes to enter personal and payment 

details. If your order involves using both order form pages, you only need to fill in one set of 

personal and payment details; ie page 17 OR page 20. 

* Delivery Charges: we reserve the right to alter the delivery charges which may occur in the 

case of multiple or bulky parcels or to regional/remote areas or some overseas destinations 

may require a top-up, but we will avoid this wherever possible. If this occurs, we will contact 

you to discuss shipping options. We reserve the right to nominate the courier/service.

PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY

NAME (Mr  Mrs  Ms):

ADDRESS:

STATE:

COUNTRY: POST CODE:

EMAIL:

PHONE: (           )

VISA                        MASTERCARD
METHOD OF PAYMENT:
*CHEQUE / MONEY ORDER                                         

CREDIT CARD NUMBER

EXPIRY DATE

CCV Number

NAME ON CARD

(Signature)

Placing your order



INDIVIDUAL MUSIC RESOURCES
ORDER FORM

AMOUNTQTY

Blue Book CD Collection

Red Book CD Collection

Shall We Dance for seated clients 

Remember That Song
Musical Quiz Vol 1

Remember That Song
Musical Quiz Vol 2

RESOURCE
CODE MUSIC RESOURCES

 BHB1401

 BHR1402

 BHG1603

 BHD1801

 BHK1201

 BHP1201

 SAL0201

 ACT16

 SWD0801

 RTS0801Q

 RTS0802Q

$185

$195

$190

$48

$20

$20

$20

$28

$26

$26

DELIVERY CHARGES

TOTAL

*

$

$

$

$

Green Large Print Song Book BHG1603SB $25 $

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

Green Large Print Song Book
Music Edition

Barry Hall’s Magic Keyboard

Piano Favourites Vol 1 Barry Hall

John Sidney Sing-Along Piano Vol2

 BHG1903MB

 BHK1202

 BHP1202

 SAL1602

 SAL1603

$72

$20

$20

$20

$20

$

$

Green Book CD Collection $

Musical Armchair Travels $240

Me And My Piano DVD (PAL)

Barry Hall Goes Hawaiian

Barry Hall Contrasts At The Piano

John Sidney Sing-Along Piano Vol1

$

$

DISCOUNT CODE
(if applicable)

John Sidney Sing-Along Piano Vol3
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Prices include
refer to notes on page 17



AMOUNTQTY
PACKAGE

CODE BUNDLED MUSIC RESOURCES

RTS1

RTS1

RTS2

RTS2

RTS3

RTS3

RTS4

RTS5

SWD1

Blue & Red Book CD Collection +

Green Book Collection

Blue & Red Book CD Collection

Green Book CD Collection +
Green Large Print Song Book +
Musical Armchair Travels

30 x Green Large Print Song Book +
1 x Green Large Print Song Book Music Edition
Green Book CD Collection (FREE - Value $190)
 

Green Book CD Collection +
Green Large Print Song Book +
Musical Armchair Travels

Green Book CD Collection +
Green Large Print Song Book

John Sidney CD Collection
Two Box Set

The Barry Hall Collection
4 CD Set

The Barry Hall Collection
4 CD Set +
Me And My Piano DVD (PAL)

Shall We Dance + 2 Remember
That Song Musical Quizzes 

2 Volumes Remember
That Song Musical Quizzes 

Sing-along With John Sidney
3 CD Set

 TTTU16

 GBC1901

 BEST VALUE

GREAT VALUE

GREAT VALUE

 BBRB14

 GBSB16

 SET12ST

 BHC14

 BHD4CDS

 SWD3

 RTS2

 SAL16

ACT16GB16

$730

$822

$424

$320

$214

$188

$68

$78

$61

$38

$60

DELIVERY CHARGES

TOTAL

*DISCOUNT CODE
(if applicable)

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

BUNDLED MUSIC RESOURCES
ORDER FORM
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* Delivery Charges: Prices include delivery however, we reserve the right to alter the 

delivery charges which may occur in the case of multiple or bulky parcels or to 

regional/remote areas or some overseas destinations may require a top-up, but we will 

avoid this wherever possible. If this occurs, we will contact you to discuss shipping 

options. We reserve the right to nominate the courier/service.



PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY

NAME (Mr  Mrs  Ms):

ADDRESS:

STATE:

COUNTRY: POST CODE:

EMAIL:

PHONE: (           )

VISA                        MASTERCARD
METHOD OF PAYMENT:
*CHEQUE / MONEY ORDER                                         

CREDIT CARD NUMBER

EXPIRY DATE

CCV Number

NAME ON CARD

(Signature)

JOHN SIDNEY CDS ORDER FORM
ALL CDs $20 EACH

20

ELP0001

CD Code

ELP0002

ELP0103

ELP0104

HJS0201

HJS0202

RTR0201

SAL0201

DNC0201

BSJ0301

TEL0301

CCJ0301

QTY TITLE AMOUNT

Easy Listening Piano Vol. 1

Easy Listening Piano Vol. 2

Easy Listening Piano Vol. 3

Easy Listening Piano Vol. 4

The 4 Hands of John Sidney Vol. 1

The 4 Hands of John Sidney Vol. 2

Ragtime Rhythms

Sing-A-Long With John Sidney

Dance Music By John Sidney

Both Sides Of John Sidney

Teletunes

Celebrate Christmas With John Sidney

DELIVERY CHARGES

$

$

$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

TOTAL

Prices include
refer to notes on page 19

*DISCOUNT CODE
(if applicable)


